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ABSTRACT 

The problem approached 1n this thesis 1s how to help the novice 

do Image processing with a rule-based system. 

An Interactive expert system prototype, which Includes the 

Image processing functions of SADIE, has been created. A software 

Interface between the Image processing environment, SADIE, and the 

expert system tool, CLIPS, has been coded 1n standard C. Knowledge 

about low-level Image processing (contrast enhancement and noise 

suppression) has been successfully Implemented 1n the CLIPS program. 

The experimental results have shown that this system 1s efficient and 

friendly. 

Although this system was developed on a VAX under VMS, It 1s 

easily modified for most machines because 1t Includes the portability 

of CLIPS. With only a minimal amount of work, we also can Incorporate 

the system with the new SADIE C version, which has been developed 1n 

another project. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) is composed of 

several different aspects. Some people define artificial intelligence 

as the study of Ideas that enable computers to behave intelligently. 

But what 1s Intelligence? Some definitions of "intelligence" in 

Webster's New World Dictionary are: (1) "the ability to learn or 

understand from experience; ability to acquire and retain knowledge"; 

(2) "the ability to respond quickly and successfully to a new 

situation; use of the faculty of reason in solving problems, directing 

conduct, etc. effectively." Surely all of these abilities are part of 

what Intelligence is, but they are not the whole of what can be said. 

However, we would say the central goal of artificial intelligence is to 

make computers even more useful 1n problem-solving. 

Basically, there are three types of problems 1n engineering. 

The first type of problem can be solved through computation. The 

methods used to solve this type of problem are often easily translated 

Into an algorithm, whose computational procedures can be provided by 

the field of mathematics. However, few real-world problems lend 

themselves to computational solutions. The second type of problem is 

noncomputational and 1s solved by searching for a solution; this is 
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what AI is concerned with. The last type of problem has both 

computational and noncomputational aspects. This includes almost all 

problems in image processing and is the focus of this thesis. 

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of this research is to build an expert system for 

low-level image processing. Low-level Image processing refers to 

pixel-level manipulation of the image radiometry, such as image 

calibration, noise suppression, geometric rectification, and Image 

enhancement, but not image interpretation (which is considered to be 

high-level processing). Usually, low-level image processing is 

required before image interpretation, and its techniques are not 

trivial. Therefore, our major goal is to provide an expert assistant 

for a user without much experience to achieve this significant task. 

A knowledge-based expert system can be viewed as a collection 

of AI techniques that enables computers to assist people in analyzing 

problems and making decisions. Conventional programming techniques 

have been used to create the large data-processing systems we commonly 

associate with computers. Conventional programs behave in ways that 

only their programmers understand. Knowledge-based systems are quite 

different; they are highly interactive. Not only can our system help 

the user solve image processing problems, but it can also be used as a 

training system which delivers the knowledge and experience of the 

expert. 
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1.3 RESEARCH PLAN 

We use CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System), an 

expert system shell, as the tool to develop a knowledge-based expert 

system for certain Image processing tasks, implemented with SADIE 

(System at Arizona for Digital Image Experimentation), an Image 

processing environment. Figure 1.1 is the overview of our expert 

system. In the course of this research project, we have performed the 

following steps: 

1. Acquire familiarity with CLIPS and SADIE. 

2. Create the Interface between SADIE and CLIPS. 

3. Identify the problems to be addressed and analyze the knowledge 

to be Included in the system. 

4. Design the system; this Involves drafting rules and making flow 

diagrams. 

5. Develop a prototype of the system using the tool CLIPS; this 

involves actually creating a knowledge base and testing 1t by 

running a number of consultations. 

6. Expand, test, and revise the system until it meets the 

specifications. 

7. Prepare this thesis including all the results. 

In Chapter 2 we present a review of the various levels of 

software, and we describe the two major software systems we used in 

this project—CLIPS and SADIE. In Chapter 3 we Introduce all the 

procedures required for Interfacing CLIPS and SADIE. 



Facts 

Rul es 

SADIE Interface 

Inference 
Engine 

User 
Interface 

Knowledge 
Acquistion and 
Implementati on 

CLIFS 

Figure 1.1 System overview 

Next, in Chapter 4, we Investigate basic concepts about and 

techniques for building the knowledge base, and we explore the funda

mentals of knowledge analysis and derive some image processing rules 

from statistics theory. Then we sh ow how various kinds of knowledge 

may be implemented 1n CLIPS. In Chapter 5 we illustrate and discuss 

the results of several experiments with the image processing expert. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, a summary and conclusions are pre

sented. In addition, a few recommendations for future research are 
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provided. The source codes of the interface and the knowledge base are 

presented in Appendices A and B. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CLIPS AND SADIE 

In this chapter we provide an overview of different software 

levels; the AI tool, CLIPS, which 1s used to develop our expert system; 

and SADIE, which is the image processing software library. 

2.1 LEVELS OF SOFTWARE 

We will begin by reviewing the levels of software. The most 

primitive software level is machine language; this is a long series 

of O's and 1's which are fed into the central processing unit of the 

computer and which direct the computer to make discrete physical 

responses. But most programming today is done in any one of a number 

of high-level languages Including BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL, and C. AI 

programmers commonly use even higher-level languages such as LISP and 

PROLOG. PROLOG contains constructs that make 1t easier to write 

programs which manipulate logical expressions, whereas LISP consists of 

operators that facilitate the creation of programs which manipulate 

lists. Just above these high-level languages are special packages of 

prewritten codes that are typically called programming environments. 

These contain code modules written 1n a particular high-level language. 

These environments are useful for particular programming tasks. By 

analogy to conventional programming languages such as FORTRAN, an 



environment 1s a library of subroutines that can be chained together to 

develop some specific applications. 

Knowledge engineering "tools" are types of software at a 

higher level than environments. Tools also incorporate another aspect 

of knowledge engineering—specific strategies for knowledge repre-

representation, inference, and control. Although such a tool has fewer 

applications than the language or environment in which 1t was written, 

it is usually designed to facilitate the rapid development of knowledge 

systems that address a specific class of problems. Figure 2.1 provides 

the continuum of all these software levels. 

High-level languages are more flexible in general but are 

difficult to use for prototyping a new system rapidly. Tools are much 

less flexible, but even nonprogrammers can use well-designed tools to 

develop small but useful knowledge systems. Environments stand midway 

between languages and tools in terms of both flexibility and ease of 

use. 

When a tool is combined with knowledge in a specific domain, 

the result 1s a knowledge-based expert system. In this thesis, we 

describe the combination of two software levels, CLIPS (a knowledge 

engineering tool written in C), and SADIE (an Image processing 

environment written in FORTRAN), Into one expert system for low-level 

Image processing. The Interface is accomplished with FORTRAN and C 

language programming. 
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2.2 EXPERT SYSTEM TOOL—CLIPS 

Before we give a general overview of CLIPS, we need to define 

some basic terms used in CLIPS, most of which also apply to AI. These 

definitions are adapted from the CLIPS Reference Manual [8] or the 

other references [17. 18, 38, 40]. 

1. Action: Any of a number of functions which can occur on the 

right-hand side of a rule. 

2. Activation: A rule 1s activated 1f all its conditions are 

satisfied and it is ready to fire. An activated rule 1s placed 

on the agenda. 

3. Agenda: A 11st of all the rules that are presently ready to 

fire. 

4. Backward Chaining: Reasoning from known conclusions to the 

facts which caused them. 

5. Conditions: A set of patterns on the left-hand side of a rule 

which must be satisfied before a rule can fire. 

6. Expert System (Rule-based System): A computer system which can 

perform at or close to the level of a human expert. Throughout 

this thesis, we use "rule-based system" and "expert system" 

Interchangeably. We also treat "knowledge system" as a 

synonym. 

7. Fact: The basic form of data in the CLIPS system. 

8. F1re: A rule is said to have fired if all its conditions are 

satisfied and the corresponding actions have been executed. 

9. Forward Chaining: Reasoning from known facts to the resulting 

conclusions. 



10. Inference Engine: The mechanism which attempts to match the 

rules to the current state of the system and which applies the 

actions. The current state 1s represented by a list of facts. 

11. Knowledge: An integrated collection of facts and relationships 

which, when applied, produces competent performance. The 

primary method of representing knowledge in CLIPS is a rule. 

12. Knowledge Base: The entire set of rules in an expert system. 

13. Knowledge Engineer: The person who designs and builds an 

expert system. 

14. Knowledge Engineering: The process of building expert systems. 

15. LHS: Left-hand side. The logical pattern structure of a rule 

that must be satisfied in order for the actions of right-hand 

side to be performed. 

16. Pattern: A conditional element on the LHS of a rule which 1s 

intended to match elements in the fact list. 

17. RHS: Right-hand side. The actions to be performed when a 

rule's left-hand side 1s satisfied. 

18. Rule: A collection of conditions and the actions to be taken 

if the conditions are met. 

19. Salience: A priority number given to a rule. 

2.2.1 General Overview 

Here we only give a brief description of CLIPS and that part of 

its syntax which we have applied 1n our program. For those who desire 

more details, there are two volumes of documentation—the CLIPS 

Reference Manual and the CLIPS User's Guide [14]. For people with 
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little or no experience with expert systems, the CLIPS User's Guide 1s 

recommended as a starting point. In this thesis, we include some of 

the sophisticated features of CLIPS, more detailed discussions of which 

are provided in the "Advanced Programming Guide," the second part of 

the CLIPS Reference Manual. 

CLIPS is the acronym for "C Language Integrated Production 

System," a software system written by Gary Riley, Chris Culbert, and 

Frank Lopez of the NASA Johnson Space Center. The primary design goals 

for CLIPS were portability, efficiency, and functionality. The primary 

representation methodology is a forward-chaining rule language based on 

a pattern-matching algorithm. CLIPS was implemented on an IBM PC 

computer operating under DOS with a central-memory requirement of 

approximately 256K bytes. It should run on any computer system that 

supports a full C compiler (Kernighan and Ritchie [20]). 

During this project, we began with CLIPS version 3.0 and 

received two updates, to version 4.0 and version 4.10 released in 

September 1987. We successfully Installed CLIPS on a VAX-11/750 and 

a VAX-11/780 under the VMS operating system using the VMS C Compiler 

Version 2.2. CLIPS compares favorably 1n capabilities with most 

microcomputer- and minicomputer-based tools for artificial Intelli

gence applications. People might ask why we did not use LISP, consid-

ing that many expert systems have been Implemented using LISP. Three 

reasons make applications embedded in LISP more difficult: low avail

ability (low popularity) of LISP on conventional computers; high cost 

of LISP tools; and poor integration of LISP with other languages. 
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Also, since CLIPS 1s public domain software and we had IBM PCs and VAXs 

at hand, CLIPS seemed to be a good choice for our research project. 

2.2.2 Concepts of Programming 

The basic elements of CLIPS are: 

1. fact 11st: global memory for data 

2. knowledge base: contains all the rules 

3. Inference engine: controls overall execution 

A program written 1n CLIPS consists of facts and rules. The Inference 

engine decides which rules should be executed. In a conventional lan

guage, the starting point, the stop point, and the sequence of opera

tions are explicitly defined by the programmer. But with CLIPS, the 

program flow does not need to be designed quite so explicitly. The 

knowledge (rules) and data (facts) are separated, and the inference 

engine is used to apply the knowledge to the data. These concepts can 

be captured by the architecture of a knowledge-based expert system, 

which is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 



User 

Expert or 
Knowledge Engineer 

User 
Inter-face 

Database 

Facts 

Knowledge 
Acquisition and 
Implementation 

Knowledge Base 

Rules 

Inference Control 

Inference Engine 

Figure 2.2 The architecture of a knowledge-based expert 
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A rule 1s similar to an IF-THEN statement 1n a procedural 

language such as FORTRAN or C. An IF-THEN rule can be expressed in a 

mixture of natural language and computer language as follows: 

left-hand side (LHS) right-hand side (RHS) 

IF (certain conditions) THEN (execute actions) 

In a rule-based expert system, the knowledge 1s represented 

as sets of rules that are checked by the inference engine against a 

collection of facts or knowledge about the current situation. When the 

IF portion of a rule is satisfied by the facts, the action specified by 

the THEN portion is performed. When this happens the rule is said to 

be fired or executed. The inference engine compares the IF portions of 

rules with the facts and executes the rule whose IF portion matches the 

facts, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

Facts 

Match 

Rul es 

Figure 2.3 The inference engine cycle 



The basic execution cycle in CLIPS is as follows: 

1. The knowledge base is examined to see if any rule's conditions 

are satisfied. 

2. All rules whose conditions are currently met are activated 

(fired) and placed on the agenda. The agenda is essentially a 

priority queue. Rules are inserted into the queue when they 

are activated. If the priority (set by declaring salience) of 

each new rule 1s less than the priority of the rule currently 

on the top of the queue, the newer rule 1s Inserted further 

down the queue such that all rules of higher priority are above 

it. Rules of equal or lower priority will remain below the 

newer rule. 

3. The top rule on the agenda is selected and Its RHS actions are 

executed. 

As a result of RHS actions, new rules can be activated or deactivated. 

This cycle is repeated until all rules that can fire have done so or 

until the rule limit (number of fired rules, set by the user or in the 

main program) is reached. Unlike conventional programs, a program 

written in CLIPS 1s easy to expand just by adding new rules and/or 

facts, or by modifying individual rules, without touching the others. 
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2.2.3 Using CLIPS 

CLIPS expert systems may be executed in two ways, Interac

tively using a simple, command-Hne Interface, or as embedded expert 

systems, in which the user provides a main program and controls the 

execution of the expert system. These two ways are discussed 1n the 

next two chapters. 

Following 1s a 11st of the most often used CLIPS commands: 

(load <f1le-name>) : Loads the rules stored 1n the file specified 

by <f1le-name>. 

(reset) : Resets the CLIPS environment. 

(run [<limit>]) : Starts execution of the rules. If <lim1t> 1s 

positive, execution will stop after <Hmit> rule firings or 

when the agenda contains no rule activations. If <Hm1t> is 

not specified or is a negative integer, execution will cease 

when the agenda contains no rule activations. 

2.3 SYNTAX OF CLIPS RULES 

Many forms of expert knowledge can be represented as collec

tions of rules; this is currently the most popular method in expert 

system technology. Since we describe CLIPS in this chapter, we will 

discuss the syntax of Its rules here; however, we will describe other 

strategies for representing knowledge in Chapter 4, which includes 

three other widely used methods: semantic networks, frames, and logic. 

The general format of a rule 1n CLIPS, defined by using the 

"defrule" construct, 1s: 
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(defrule rule_name "opt1onal_comment" 

(pattern_1) 

(pattern_2) 

(pattern_N) 

:> 

(act1on_1) 

(act1on_2) 

(act1on_M)) 

Left-Hand Side (LHS) 

of the rule 

Right-Hand Side (RHS) 

of the rule 

Analogous to the syntax of LISP, every group is surrounded by 

parentheses. The entire rule and each of the patterns and actions must 

be surrounded by parentheses. A rule may have multiple patterns and 

actions. The parentheses surrounding patterns and actions must be 

properly balanced if they are nested. Most of the actions are performed 

by function calls. The functions Inherit their syntax and terminology 

from both LISP and C. CLIPS syntax allows the inclusion of externally 

defined functions (outside functions written 1n a language other than 

CLIPS). 
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2.3.1 Terminology 

The terminology used throughout this thesis to describe CLIPS 

syntax is very common to computer reference manuals. Some of the 

terminology is adapted from CLIPS's manuals. Symbols enclosed 1n 

single arrow brackets, such as <name>, represent a single field to be 

defined by the user. Symbols enclosed in double-arrow brackets, such 

as <<pattern>>, represent single or multiple fields which must be 

defined by the user. Symbols enclosed within square brackets, such as 

[<<comment>>] are optional parameters. 

2.3.2 LHS Syntax—Conditions 

This section describes the syntax of patterns on the LHS of a 

rule. These patterns represent the conditions that must be satisfied 

before a rule can fire. 

Logical Operators 

There are three logical operators available for constraining 

values Inside a pattern. These are the & (AND), \ (OR), and ~ (NOT) 

operators. Evaluation of expressions combining these operators occurs 

from left to right. 

Syntax 

<value1> & <value2>; the AND operator 

<value1> | <value2>; the OR operator 

~<value>; the NOT operator 
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Logical Predefined Functions 

The "test" function provides a very powerful way to compare 

numbers, variables, and strings on the LHS. 

(test (<fun> <<arg>>)) 

where <fun> 1s a predefined function of CLIPS and <<arg>> stands for 

one or more arguments required by the functions. There are many 

predefined functions provided by CLIPS, shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 The CLIPS predefined functions 

Symbol Predefined Function 

Syntax 

Logical Predefined Functions 

! or not 
&& or and 
!! or 

not (Inverse) 
and 
or 

Comparison Predefined Functions 

eq 
neq 

> =  « = )  

>  « )  

i = 

equal (any) 
not equal (any) 
equal (numeric) 
not equal 
greater (less) than or equal to 
greater (less) than 

Arithmetic Predefined Functions 

+ 

/ 

addition 
subtraction 
multiplication 
division 
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Pattern Constraining 

There are three types of constraints outside of patterns. They 

are Inclusive "or", explicit "and", and "negation." Unless otherwise 

noted, CLIPS assumes that all rules have an Implicit "and" surrounding 

the patterns on the LHS. However, logical pattern blocks allow 

patterns to be combined using inclusive "or" and explicit "and" logic. 

For example: 

(defrule <name> 

[(<<addit1onal patterns>>)] 

(not (<<pattern 1>>)) 

(or (<<pattern 2>>) 

(<<pattern n>>)) 

[(<<addit1onal patterns>>)] 

= >  

(<<actions>>)) 

Pattern Bindings 

Certain RHS actions, such as "retract", operate on an entire 

fact. To signify which fact they are to act upon, a variable can be 

bound to an entire fact. 

Syntax 

?<var-name> <- (<<fields>>) 
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Assigning Rule Priority 

A "salience" statement allows the user to assign a priority to 

a rule. When multiple rules are in the agenda, the rule with the 

highest priority will fire first. 

Syntax 

(declare (salience <num>)) 

where <num> must be an integer. The largest allowable value 1s 10000 

(highest priority); the smallest allowable value is -10000 (lowest 

priority); and the default value is zero. 

Wildcards, S1ngle-f1eld and Mult1-f1eld 

As facts are asserted either prior to or during a session, 

CLIPS pattern-matches the number of fields on LHS. Wildcards and 

variables are supported for both single and multiple fields. 

CLIPS has two kinds of wildcard symbols. These are question mark (?), 

the single-field wildcard, and dollar-question ($?), the multi-field 

wildcards. The question-mark wildcard matches any value (number, word, 

or string) stored 1n exactly one field 1n the fact. The dollar-

question wildcard matches any value in multiple fields (Including the 

empty field) 1n a fact. 

2.3.3 RHS Syntax—Actions 

This section describes the various actions available on the RHS 

of rules. 
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Creating New Facts 

The "assert" action allows the user to add a fact to the fact-
list. 

Syntax 

(assert (<<pattern>>)) 

Sometimes 1t 1s preferable to call an external function from inside an 

assert. The pattern-expansion operator "=" is used. 

Syntax 

(assert ([<<f1elds>>] =(<function> <<args...>>) [<<fields>>])) 

Removing Facts from the Fact-Ust 

The "retract" action allows the user to remove facts from the 

fact-11st. 

Syntax 

(retract ?<fact-var> [?<<fact-vars>>]) 

Binding Variables 

The "bind" function provides the capability of creating new 

variables or modifying the value of previously bound variables on the 

RHS of a rule. 

Syntax 

(bind ?<var-name> <value> or <var1able> or <defined-function>)) 
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Read 

The "read" function allows a user to Input Information for a 

single field. 

Syntax 

(read [<logical-name>]) 

where <logical-name> is an optional parameter. If it is specified, 

"read" tries to read from whatever is attached to the logical file 

name. If <logical-name> is t or is not specified, the function will 

read from stdln (terminal). 

Readllne 

The "readllne" function is similar to the "read" function, but 

it allows a whole string to be input instead of a single field. Nor

mally, "read" will stop when it encounters a space, tab, carriage 

return, or end of file (EOF), but "readllne" only stops when it encoun

ters a carriage return or end of file. Also, "readllne" returns a 

quoted string. 

Syntax 

(readline [<logical-name>]) 

Printout 

The "printout" function provides simple output to the standard 

output device (whatever 1s attached to stdout, usually the screen). It 

evaluates variable bindings and prints the values of variables 1n the 

output string. 
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Syntax 

(printout <item>...<item> [crlf]) 

where <item> is a bound variable, string, number, word, or function 

call. The term crlf will force a carriage return/line feed. 

Math Functions 

The standard math functions include add (+), subtract (-), 

multiply (*), and divide (/). In addition to the standard math 

functions, CLIPS also provides a large number of scientific and 

trigonometric functions. 

General Syntax 

(<fun> <arg>) 

Table 2.2 shows the most common functions. 

Table 2.2 The CLIPS math functions 

Function Returns 

log10 
abs 
trunc 

cos 
sin 
tan 
log 

cosine 
sine 
tangent 
log base e 
log base 10 
absolute value 
truncates argument to Integer 

NOTE: All trigonometric functions require RADIAN arguments. 
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Call to Operating System 

The "system" function allows a call to the operating system. 

Syntax 

(system <<arg>>) 

If...then...else 

Under certain circumstances, it is preferable to take actions 

based on parameter-testing on the RHS of a rule instead of writing two 

or more rules. CLIPS provides an "if...then...else" structure to allow 

this kind of operation. 

Syntax 

(if (<predicate-function> [<<args...>>]) 

then 

(<<action 1>>) 

* 

(<<act1on 1>>) 

[else 

(<<action 1+1>>) 

* 

(<<act1on n>>)]) 

While 

The "while" structure is provided to allow simple looping on 

the RHS of a rule. Its use is similar to that of "1f...then...else". 
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Syntax 

(while (<predicate-funct1on> [<<args...>>]) 

(<<action 1>>) 

* 

(<<action n>>)) 

2.4 IMAGE PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT—SADIE 

2.4.1 Concepts of SADIE 

Our objectives here, which are to gain an understanding of the 

general capabilities of SADIE and to learn problem-solving techniques 

based on Its subroutines, do not permit a detailed coverage of the many 

other aspects of SADIE. However, serious readers are encouraged to 

consult the SADIE Version 3.1 User's Manual [42] to gain a deeper 

appreciation of its history and a more thorough understanding of its 

capabilities. 

SADIE (System at Arizona for Digital Image Experimentation) 

is a collection of FORTRAN subroutines for digital image processing. 

SADIE includes subroutines for almost all commonly used image 

processing operations. 

SADIE 3.1 , which we used for our research project, was created 

by R. A. Schowengerdt and G. Mehldau 1n 1985. SADIE 3.1 includes the 

following: 

1. multi-band processing capability 

2. printer output file 
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3. improved file management over older versions, utilizing header 

and trailer labels on internal image files 

4. embedded user documentation 

5. consistent variable names 

6. system-dependent source code with improved Isolation and 

flagging 

SADIE 4.0 is currently being developed in the C language by R. 

A. Schowengerdt, G. Mehldau, and H. Wang. This version will include 

all the capabilities of SADIE 3.1 and will increase its efficiency and 

portability. Once SADIE 4.0 has been completed, it can be easily 

interfaced with our expert system with only slight modifications. 

Since the new interface will involve parameter- passing between two 

C programs, it should be much more straightforward than the one we 

present in this project. 

To use SADIE 3.1, the user needs to write a FORTRAN program 

which includes one or more SADIE subroutines, then compile and link it 

with the SADIE object libraries, SADIE1.0LB and SADIE2.0LB. The former 

includes the application-level subroutines (user-defined Image proces

sing tasks), and the latter includes the low-level subroutines (input 

and output, error-checking, and file management). SADIE recognizes two 

classes of image files, workfiles and external files. Workfiles are 

internal image files used by the SADIE system; they are identified by 

number, where the maximum number of workfiles available to the user at 

any one time is machine-dependent. External files are those which are 

not in the format of SADIE workfiles (for example, tape files); they 
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must first be read and converted to workfiles before they can be used 

in a SADIE program. 

2.4.2 Basic Program Structure 

All SADIE programs have certain features in common. The 

following is an example of a SADIE main program. 

PROGRAM EXAMPLE 

C Initialize SADIE program 

CALL INIT 

C Call a SADIE application routine to create a 

C checkerboard pattern with individual squares of size 

C 16 x 16 pixels 

C in a 128 x 128 pixel workfile (#1) 

CALL CHECKS(1,128,128,16,16) 

C Finish SADIE program 

CALL FINI 

END 

The structure of this program may be viewed schematically as shown in 

Figure 2.4. 
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USER > SADIE APPLICATION 
ROUTINES 

•> SADIE PRIMITIVE 
ROUTINES 

MAIM 
PROGRAM 

INIT 

CHECKS 

FINI 

SETACT 
SETBIT 
SETBLK 

SETXXX 

PRE 
PUTLIN 
SETXXX 

• 
FOST 

GETACT 
GETBUS 
MESSGE 

POST 

Figure 2.4 The basic structure of a SADIE program 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTERFACE BETWEEN CLIPS AND SADIE 

To date, CLIPS has been Installed on an IBM PC and the VAX 

system in DIAL (Digital Image Analysis Laboratory) in the Electrical 

and Computer Engineering Department at the University of Arizona. The 

interface between CLIPS and SADIE was developed on the VAX. In this 

chapter we describe all the procedures required for interfacing CLIPS 

and SADIE. 

3.1 INSTALLING CLIPS 

CLIPS was designed for the IBM PC or compatibles [8]. If CLIPS 

is to be used on an MS-DOS machine, the executable files may be copied 

from a typical CLIPS package. No other installation is required to run 

the standard version of CLIPS. However, the following procedure is 

required to install CLIPS on VAX: 

1. Load the source code onto the system. 

2. Set the machine flag(s) (in clips.h) for the type of system. 

3. Compile all of the ".c" files to object codes. 

4. Create the interactive CLIPS executive element (link together 

all the object files). 

5. Test the executable version. 
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3.2 INTEGRATING CLIPS WITH SADIE 

CLIPS 1s written in C and is most easily combined with user 

functions written in C. Setting up CLIPS for Integration with SADIE 

FORTRAN modules requires a C interface for each subroutine. 

3.2.1 Declaring SADIE Subroutines 

The function "usrfuncs" is the mechanism by which SADIE 

subroutines are described to CLIPS. Within usrfuncs, a call 1s made to 

the define_function routine for every SADIE subroutine. All interface 

routines and usrfuncs are put in the "runcllps.c" file. The following 

is a sample "usrfuncs" declaration. 

Sample 

usrfuncsO 

{ 

define_function("fft2d", 'i\ c_fft2d, "c_fft2d"); 

define_function("median", '1', c_med1an, "c_median"); 

} 

Explanation 

1st argument: the CLIPS name, which will be used Inside CLIPS rules. 

2nd argument: the return type where 'i' represents an integer. If the 

function does not return a value (as with all FORTRAN 

subroutines), it should be defined as returning an 

integer. 
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3rd argument: a pointer to the actual function. 

4th argument: for future CLIPS capabilities. 

3.2.2 Passing Parameters from CLIPS to SADIE 

Although arguments inside CLIPS rules are listed directly 

following a function name, CLIPS actually calls the function without 

any arguments. Instead, the parameters are stored internally by CLIPS 

and can be accessed by calling one or more of the following functions 

(provided by CLIPS): 

Types Functions 

int num_args(); 

char *rstring(arg); 

float rfloat(arg); 

int arg; 

Explanation 

returns the number of arguments 

the function was called with, 

returns a character pointer, 

returns a floating point number, 

an integer argument. 

In CLIPS, the arguments are passed as follows: 

(<function-name> <<args>>) 

where <<args>> are any bound CLIPS variables or literal values. 

Although the parameter access functions could be called directly from 

FORTRAN, it is easier to write an interface function in C. CLIPS will 

then call the C interface routine, which gathers the parameters and 

passes them 1n the proper manner to SADIE subroutines. In this 

situation, we must ensure parameter compatibility. In particular, 

string variables must be converted from C arrays to FORTRAN string 
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descriptors (see section 3.2.4). An example interface routine is given 

below for the SADIE subroutine, CHECKS. 

#1nclude<stdio.h> 

#include"clips.h" 

• • • 

c_checks() 

{ 

int iout, npix, nlin, jpix, jlin; 

extern checksQ; 

iout = rfloat(1); 

npix = rfloat(2); 

nlin = rfloat(3); 

jpix = rfloat(4); 

jlin = rfloat(5); 

checks(&iout, &npix, &nlin, &jpix, &jlin); 

return(O); 

} 

usrfuncsO 

{ 

define_function("checks", 'i', c_checks, "c_checks"); 
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3.2.3 Asserting Facts Into CLIPS 

In many situations we need to assert facts 1n CLIPS from C or 

FORTRAN. This can be done by calling "assert" (provided by CLIPS) from 

C. 

Example 

FACT *assert(string); 

char *string; 

External functions may also retract a fact previously asserted from 

outside of CLIPS. This can be done by calling "retract_fact" (provided 

by CLIPS) from C 1n the same way as the above examples. 

3.2.4 String Conversion 

FORTRAN uses a special (machine-dependent) string descriptor 

for string data types, whereas C uses simple arrays. Because of this 

difference, a special function must be defined to convert FORTRAN 

strings to C strings. We use the function "make_str1ng_dsc" to convert 

a C string to a FORTRAN string. The code of make_string_dsc for 

VAX/VMS is provided in Appendix A.4 of the CLIPS Advanced Programming 

Guide [8]. We put this function, together with the "usrfuncs" 

definition and all the C interface subroutines, into the "runcllps.c" 

file (see Appendix A). 

3.3 EMBEDDING CLIPS 

CLIPS was designed to be embedded within other programs, where 

calls to CLIPS are made like calls to any other subroutine. Several 
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CLIPS internal functions are available to set up and control CLIPS, as 

described here: 

init_clips() 

load_rules(<file>) 

reset_clips() 

run(<run_lim1t>) 

clear_clips() 

asse rt(< patte rn >) 

CLIPS INTERNAL FUNCTIONS 

Initializes the CLIPS system. Must be called prior 

to any other CLIPS function call. 

Loads a set of rules into the CLIPS database. 

Resets the CLIPS environment. 

Fires <run_lim1t> number of rules, which should 

be an integer. If <run_limit> is -1, then rules 

will fire until the agenda is empty. 

Clears the CLIPS environment. 

Asserts a fact into the CLIPS fact-list; <pattern> 

must be a pointer to a string. 

We provide a main program, expert.c, as follows, 

mainQ 

{ 

init_clips(); /* initialize CLIPS */ 

load_rule("expert.clp"); /# load rules •/ 

reset_clips(); /* reset CLIPS */ 

run(~1); /• fire all rules */ 

} 
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3.4 CREATING OUR EXPERT SYSTEM 

For the convenience of Unking all the functions and 

subroutines, we created the CLIPSLIB library, which Includes all the 

CLIPS object code files except the "maln.c" file. Also, we created the 

CLIPSFORLIB library to Include any necessary FORTRAN subroutines. 

Finally, we have two schemes for setting up our expert system: 

SCHEME 1 

Linking the main program (main.c, provided by CLIPS) with 

runclips, clipsllb/lib, cl1psforlib/l1b, sadie1/lib, and 

sad1e2/lib; then running the system as follows (assume 

executable file is "xclips"; file of rules 1s "expert.dp"): 

$ run XCHPS 

CLIPS> (load "expert.clp") 

CLIPS> (reset) 

CLIPS> (run) 

Besides "expert.clp", the user can also load his own rules and 

may perform his SADIE tasks Interactively. For example, the 

SADIE program at the end of Chapter 2 can now be done as 

follows: 
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CLIPS> (init) 

CLIPS> (checks 1 128 128 16 16) 

CLIPS> (flni) 

CLIPS> (exit) 

$ 

SCHEME 2 

Unking our main program "expert.c" (as discussed 1n Section 

3.3) with the same libraries as above; then the expert system 

is available by a single command: 

$ run expert 
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CHAPTER 4 

BUILDING A KNOWLEDGE BASE 

In this chapter we describe how to analyze the knowledge of an 

expert and how to represent that knowledge in the software that 

comprises an expert system. 

4.1 METHODOLOGY 

While it 1s usually easy to come up with exciting ideas, we 

must examine them carefully for feasibility. We need to solve problems 

carefully, not look for ways of using Ideas merely because they are 

fancy. The following list Identifies the crucial steps for a sound 

methodological procedure [40]. 

1. identify the problems 

2. select or devise an appropriate representation 

3. expose the constraints or regularities 

4. create particular procedures 

5. varlfy assumptions via experiments 

We are concerned primarily with how experts solve problems. The 

word "expert" here means an Individual who is widely recognized as 

being able to solve a particular type of problem that most other people 

cannot solve nearly as efficiently or effectively. The person writing 

an expert system can be referred to as the knowledge engineer. While 

developing the knowledge system, the knowledge engineer has to analyze 
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the problems, acquire knowledge, and build the knowledge base. For 

example, the author of this thesis Interviewed the thesis director, Dr. 

Schowengerdt, 1n order to acquire knowledge about Image processing, and 

then Implemented this knowledge 1n the CLIPS program. Figure 4.1 

Illustrates the concept of knowledge engineering. 

The knowledge base will contain the facts and rules 1n CLIPS 

that embody the expert's knowledge. Since problem-solving 1s enabled 

by knowledge, we will analyze the knowledge first, then incorporate the 

knowledge into the appropriate forms. The details, of course, are 

somewhat more involved than indicated here, but the approach just 

stated is basically the one used 1n the AI field. 

Queries, Problems 

Answers, Solutions 

Expert 
Knowledge 
Engi neer 

Knowledge 
Base 

Inference 
Engi ne 

Figure 4.1 Knowledge engineering: transferring knowledge from 
an expert to a computer program 
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4.2 OTHER KNOWLEDGE-REPRESENTING STRATEGIES 

In Chapter 2, we have described "rules", the specific 

knowledge representation used 1n CLIPS. But a study of the subject 

"building a knowledge base" 1s Incomplete unless alternative knowledge-

representation strategies are included. Here, we present an overview 

of some other common strategies 1n current expert systems: semantic 

net- works, frames, and logic. The inclusion of these topics in a 

rigorous fashion is beyond the scope of this thesis. For those who are 

curious, more information on this subject may be found in Harmon and 

King's book [17]. 

In general, each method has advantages and disadvantages. 

Most of the knowledge systems built to date use rules to represent the 

knowledge they contain, because rules are easy to use. But semantic 

networks, which use nodes and links to arrange and relate facts, are 

more powerful for describing general kinds of knowledge. Frames allow 

for more versatile representations of knowledge. However, they are 

more complex and more difficult to develop. Frame systems will become 

more popular as more complex systems are built. Systems of logic use 

predicate calculus to structure the program and guide execution, and 

they seem more popular 1n Europe and Japan at the moment. In the 

following discussion we present some basic concepts and features of 

these approaches to knowledge representation. 

4.2.1 Semantic Networks 

Semantic networks (or simply semantic nets) are used to 

describe a method of knowledge representation based on a network 
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structure. A semantic network 1s a collection of nodes, standing for 

objects or concepts. The nodes are connected together by arcs (or 

links) describing the relations between the nodes. Semantic networks 

were originally developed for use as psychological models of human 

memory, but they are now a standard method of knowledge representation 

in expert systems. Semantic networks have also been applied success

fully 1n natural language research to represent sentences 1n English 

[26]. Figure 4.2(a) shows an example of a SADIE task represented as a 

semantic network. Basically, semantic networks are a useful way to 

represent knowledge in domains that use well-established taxonomies to 

simplify problem-solving. Relevant facts about an object can be 

inferred from the nodes to which they are directly linked, without a 

search through a large database. 

As we can see, flexibility is a major advantage of this 

representation method. If the network 1s to describe the relations 

among objects in an image, this scheme 1s an Important general tool for 

both organizing and representing image models [2, 9, 28, 32, 41]. 

Thus, semantic networks can be very powerful in the phases of high-

level image processing, such as Image segmentation and interpretation. 

For example, surface material classes 1n an aerial image naturally 

structure themselves Into a semantic network as shown in Figure 4.2(b). 

However, "pure" semantic networks do not seem sufficient for most 

applications in image processing, but this problem can be overcome in 

frames. 
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i nput 
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output 
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(Subset) 

Decomposition Decomposi ti on 

Water 

Other Other Crops 

Image 

Pavement Plowed 
Fi elds 

Soi1-1i ke Vegetation 

(b) 

Figure 4.2 Image processing 1n a semantic network 
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4.2.2 Frames 

Frames provide another method for representing facts and rela

tions. We can consider both frames and semantic networks to be frame-

based representation methods, which utilize a network of nodes and 

relations organized 1n a hierarchy. But 1n a frame system the concept 

at each node (or object) 1s more versatile and can be defined by a 

collection of slots (attributes) and the values of these attributes. 

Slots may also contain default values, pointers to other frames, sets 

of rules, or procedures by which values may be obtained. The node 

"Image_1" 1n Figure 4.2(a), for example, might be organized 1n a frame 

system as shown in Figure 4.3. Each slot can have any number of 

procedures attached to it. Three useful types of procedures often 

attached to slots are listed below: 

1. If-added Procedure: Executes when new information is placed in 

the slot. 

2. If-removed Procedure: Executes when Information is deleted from 

the slot. 

3. If-needed Procedure: Executes when information 1s needed from 

the slot but the slot 1s empty. 

Frame systems have been proven very useful for Image under

standing, segmentation, and classification [11, 13, 21, 24, 25]. 

Classes of objects 1n an Image can form a classification hierarchy with 

super/subclass (generic/specific) relations. A node in the hierarchy 

may have slots containing physical attributes such as size, shape, 
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Figure 4.3 A node 1n a frame system 
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color, texture, or certain structural features. The values of attri

butes can be computed through the attaching procedures. Special proce

dures may be attached for computing the score of an Instance (e.g. one 

particular house found in an Image). Computation of scores may be 

based on probabilities, particular factors, or belief (maintenance) 

functions [2]. A set of rules can be attached to infer a diagnosis 

(reclassification), which then might create a new node (split) or 

delete a predefined node (merge). 

A main control paradigm can be Implemented in frame-based 

systems to Improve the quality of the overall image segmentation/ 

interpretation [11, 13, 21, 25]. This approach proceeds by generating 

hypotheses (goals) about the existence of certain objects in the Image, 

and then seeking the required facts to confirm or refute these hypothe

ses. New hypotheses (subgoals) may be asserted in each phase, and 

current hypotheses may be refined by requesting new facts. This 

approach may require low-level image processing to obtain further 

information from the image. 

4.2.3 Logic 

Logic provides another way to represent knowledge. There are 

several logical notations. The most common forms are propositlonal 

logic and predicate calculus. 

Propositions are statements that are either true or false. 

Propositions that are linked together with connectives, such as AND, 

OR, NOT, and IMPLIES, are called compound statements. Propositlonal 

logic is concerned with the truth value of compound statements. For 

example, if there are three propositions, X (image_1 has salt/pepper 
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noise), Y (image_1 has random noise), and Z (image_1 has isolated 

noise), and if X is true and Y is false, then the compound statement "X 

AND Y" 1s false, whereas the compound statement "X OR Y" is true. If 

X is known to be true, and 1f "X IMPLIES Z", then we can conclude that 

Z is true. 

Predicate calculus is an extension of propositional 

logic. The elementary unit in predicate calculus is an object. 

Statements about objects are called predicates. For example, 

"no_of_lines(image_2, 256)" is an assertion that an image has 256 

lines. This assertion is either true or false. Ordinary connectives 

can be used to link together predicates into larger expressions. Thus, 

the statement "no_of_lines(image_2, 256) AND no_of_p1xels(image_2, 

100)" is an expression that 1s either true or false, depending on the 

size of image_2. 

Seeking values in a logic-based system is not as direct as 

seeking values in other systems we have discussed. It is difficult to 

graphically describe systems of logic. On the other hand, great 

theoretical elegance can be achieved when logic 1s used to formalize an 

appropriate knowledge domain [33]. Here, we use a PROLOG (PROgramming 

in L0G1c, a fifth-generation computer language) program shown 1n Table 

4.1 to illustrate the concepts of logic and backward chaining. 

Referring to Table 4.1, we have defined domains and predicates 

first. Then, the clauses section contains a collection of facts and 

rules. The facts 

dimension(1mage_1, 3, 370, 300). 

noise_type(image_2, isolated). 



no1se_type(1mage_3, salt/pepper), 

correspond to these statements 1n English: 

The size of 1mage_1 1s 3 x 370 x 300. 

The noise type of image_2 1s "isolated". 

The noise type of 1mage_3 1s "salt/pepper" 
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domains 

Image, noise = symbol 

nbnd, n!1n, npix = integer 

predicates 

s1ze(1mage, nbnd, nlln, npix) 

noise type(1mage, noise) 

clauses 

d1mens1on(Image 1, 3, 370, 300). 

noise_type(1mage_2, Isolated). 

no1se_type(image_3, salt/pepper). 

noise_type(X, Isolated) if noise_type(X, salt/pepper). 

GOAL: dimens1on(1mage_1, 1, 370, 300). 

=> FALSE 

GOAL: noise_type(1mage_3, Isolated). 

=> TRUE 

GOAL: no1se_type(Y, Isolated). 

=> Y = 1mage_2 

Y = 1mage_3 
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Notice that there is no information in these facts pertaining to 

the fact, "no1se_type(1mage_3, isolated)". To use PROLOG to discover 

if image_3 has isolated noise, we can execute this program with 

"no1se_type(image_3, isolated)" as our goal. When attempting to 

satisfy this goal, the PROLOG system will use the rule, 

noise_type(X, isolated) if noise_type(X, salt/pepper). 

Then, it will go back to the fact, 

no i se_type(i mage_3, sa1t/pepper). 

Up to this point, the goal is satisfied. This is a backward procedure 

for trying to find the facts to satisfy the goals. 

PROLOG also searches any possible solutions to achieve our 

goals. In this example it will determine that both 1mage_2 and image_3 

have isolated noise. 

We want to point out that a semantic network can also be used 

to represent relations described in predicate calculus. For example, 

the fact "noise_type(1mage_3, salt/pepper)" can be represented in a 

semantic network with 2 nodes standing for "1mage_3" and "salt/pepper", 

connected by a link describing "noise_type". 

4.3 KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS ABOUT IMAGE PROCESSING 

Most applications of knowledge engineering fall into the 

following categories: interpretation, prediction, diagnosis, design, 

planning, monitoring, debugging, repair, instruction, and control [18]. 

In this project, our main concern is to create a knowledge base for 

image processing. One application is "image enhancement." Most image 
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enhancement applications are related to photo-interpretation, used 1n a 

wide variety of fields such as remote sensing and industrial Inspec

tion. Our goal 1s to build an expert system which has the following 

four components: 

1. image analysis (diagnosis) 

2. seeking appropriate actions (planning) 

3. executing a plan (repair) 

4. conveying the knowledge/experience to the user (instruction) 

In order to obtain a more "useful" image than the original 

image for a specific application, we require some appropriate image-

enhancement techniques. Many Image processing techniques have been 

developed for black-and-white image enhancement. These include tech

niques of increasing contrast, deblurring (restoration), and smoothing 

or removing noise. We concentrated our work on contrast enhancement by 

histogram-modification techniques and noise-reduction techniques in 

both spatial and frequency domains. 

4.3.1 Contrast Enhancement 

A histogram is a function that gives the frequency of occur

rence of each gray-level in the image. The histogram Itself only 

describes the statistical distribution and contains no information 

about the spatial distribution of gray-levels 1n an image [30]. Even 

so, 1t seems impossible to successfully manipulate image contrast 

without examination of the image histogram. 

A histogram having only one peak 1s called unimodal (e.g., the 

Gaussian distribution), one having two peaks is called bimodal, and one 
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having several peaks is called multimodal [15]. Many types of images 

are composed of one or two kinds of regions that occupy different 

ranges of gray-levels. In these cases, the gray-level histogram of the 

image should display one peak or two peaks corresponding to the one or 

two gray-level ranges; i.e., the histogram is unlmodal or bimodal. We 

can extend the same techniques to multimodal histograms. 

Stretching Techniques 

Stretching methods modify the histogram of a given image 1n 

specified ways to produce higher contrast in the output image. Con

trast stretching is obtained with gray-level (GL) transformations. We 

can understand this basic idea by examining the numeric definitions of 

contrast [30]: 

Contrast = GL(max) / GL(m1n) 

or Contrast = GL(max) - GL(min) 

or Contrast = Standard Deviation of GL distribution 

where GL(max) and GL(m1n) are the maximum and minimum gray-levels in 

the image. Obviously, if the spread of GLs 1s increased, the contrast 

will increase by any of these definitions. It is necessary to increase 

the contrast of an image if the image does not occupy the full allow

able gray-level range of the display device. We will discuss the most 

important methods one by one. 

The simplest and most often used method is linear transforma

tion. Figure 4.4 depicts how we can stretch the original gray-level 

range of an image to fill the dynamic range of the display device. 

Figure 4.4(a) 1s a simple gain change while Figure 4.4(b) includes a 
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GL* = a*GL GL' = a*GL + b 

GL* GL* * * * * *  

L***-

GL GL 

(a) ( b )  

Figure 4.4 Linear gray-level transformation 

bias adjustment and saturation 1n the output image. Some saturation 1s 

usually visually acceptable in an image. 

Next, a piecewise linear transformation may be used to gain 

more control over the image contrast and to reduce the histogram 

asymmetry. In practice, a two-segment (Figure 4.5) and a three-segment 

linear transformation are often applied for unlmodal histograms and for 

blmodal histograms, respectively. 

Another technique for obtaining a uniform histogram is known as 

histogram equalization and is useful for a wide variety of images [30]. 

This transformation function is obtained by calculating and scaling the 

"cumulative distribution function" (CDF) of the original image, and 

then using the CDF as the GL'(GL) transformation. A CDF is obtained by 
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GL* 

6L 

Figure 4.5 Piecewise linear gray-level transformation 

calculating the total number of pixels in the histogram between zero 

and each gray level. Figure 4.6 shows this technique. 

It should be noted that the contrast over every local range 

in these transformations can not be stretched equally. Strictly 

speaking, slopes < 1 indicate that contrast is actually compressed, 

while slopes > 1 indicate that contrast is stretched, i.e., increased. 

SADIE subroutines are available for all of the methods 

discussed here, except for the three-segment piecewise linear 

transformation, which has been added during this project. 

Another important."contrast-stretching" technique is mapping 

the gray levels of an image into pseudo-colors. The colored image 

is sometimes called "color-sliced" or "color-coded." For example, 

low gray-levels are coded into shades of red; higher ones Into green 

shades; still higher ones into blue, and so on. This can effectively 
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Figure 4.6 Histogram equalization 
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effectively enhance the visibility of small gray-level differences 1n a 

monochrome-image. Schowengerdt [30] thoroughly discusses color-image 

(multi-band) processing. In a later chapter, we will discuss some 

problems which occur while dealing with colors (multi-bands) in image 

enhancement. 

Modification to Histogram Equalization 

Now, we need to develop a general and straightforward gray-

level transformation which can be used as a default approach 1n our 

expert system (1f the user permits the system to decide on the trans

formation function). We assume that histogram equalization produces a 

desirable stretching on most histograms. (In fact, it produces over

stretching around the GL ranges where the peaks occur, and the equal

ized histogram is not perfectly distributed.) The first step we take 

is to apply a moving average, to smooth the CDF curve. Next, we fit a 

third-degree polynomial curve to the smoothed CDF curve using the 

method of least-squares error [3]. Figure 4.7 shows an example of the 

polynomial approximation to a curve. The fitted polynomial is 

y' = a1 + a2 • x + a3 * x2 + a4 * x3 

where the dependent variable y' is expressed as a sum of a power series 

of the independent variable x with coefficients a1, a2, a3, and a4. We 

employ a FORTRAN subroutine (provided by Bevington [3]) to compute 

estimates of these coefficients. Then, we scale the polynomial curve 

as we do 1n histogram equalization. Finally, we use this modified 

transformation function for our application. 
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original curve 

y' 

y'=a1 +a2*x+a3*x**2+a4*x**3 

/ 

.r 

z 
(b) 

Figure 4.7 Polynomial approximation 
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Statistical Analysis for Histogram Siiape 

Because our primary objective 1s to develop some useful 

results, our treatment will not display a high degree of mathematical 

rigor. Those wishing a more rigorous treatment should consult any of a 

number of books on advanced statistics; e.g., see [6] and [7]. 

In order to describe the histogram to the expert system, we 

need to obtain some measure of the "shape" of the histogram. One 

approach is the calculation of statistical moments. The term "moment" 

has its origin in mechanics where the term "moments of a force" 1s 

used. Statistical moments are analogous to these physical moments, 

except that in statistics we speak of moments per unit of frequency 

within the distribution. Moreover, in statistics we distinguish 

between "moments about the origin" and "moments about the mean." 

The moments about the origin are 

z X 
The First Moment V 

N 

Z X 
2 

The Second Moment V, 
2 N 

The Third Moment V, 
3 N 

The Fourth Moment V 
4 N 

In general, the rth moment about the origin is 
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It should be noted that the first moment about the origin is simply 

equal to the mean of the variable X. The moments about the mean are 

z (X. - y) 
K, * 1 =0 

and 
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Since the sum of deviations of observations from their mean 1s zero, 

yi = 0. For odd values of r, the positive and negative terms cancel 

out for symmetrical distribution, and Va = 0. If ya > 0, then the 

distribution is skewed to the right, and if y3 < 0, then the 

distribution is skewed to the left. However, y3 is given in cubed 

units of X. We can devise a unltless measure of skewness, which 1s a 

pure number Independent f units of measure, as follows: 

y3 
a3 ~ 3/2 a3 ~ 3 3 (yg) 3 ° 

We can also give an Interpretation to another measure, 4 ,  defined as 



which represents a measure of the kurtosis (or peakness) of a dis

tribution relative to its squared variance. For a normal (Gaussian) 

distribution, 014 = 3, a rather amazing result [6, 7]. 

We have implemented the calculation of these measures derived 

from moments 1n FORTRAN routines. According to these measures, our 

expert system will suggest an appropriate approach for contrast 

stretching. For example, if the histogram is close to a Gaussian 

distribution, our expert system suggests a linear transformation. 

4.3.2 Noise Suppression 

An image may be subject to "noise" from several sources, 

including noisy electronic sensors, photographic grain noise, 

sampling, and channel transmission errors. Image noise can be 

categorized Into the following types: random, isolated, stationary 

periodic, and non-stationary periodic [30]. In our expert system 

applications, we have dealt only with isolated and stationary periodic 

noise. Because of the complexity of non-stationary noise and random 

noise (usually signal-dependent 1n real Images), the study of their 

solutions forms an immense literature. The reader is referred to other 

works [19, 34, 35] for a detailed exposition. 

Isolated Noise ^ 

Isolated bad pixels and lines usually arise in a sensor during 

noisy channel transmissions. Pixels that are 1n error often appear as 

zero gray-level (data loss) or as maximum gray-level (saturation). 

Median filtering, first introduced by Tukey [37] in 1974, has been 

shown to remove isolated noise efficiently. Median filters are a 
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particular case of "order statistic filters" (OSF), which include Min-

(Eroslon, for wh1te-on-black binary images) and Max- (Dilation) filters 

[4]. A median filter consists of a sliding window encompassing an odd 

number of pixels. The procedure involves replacing the center pixel 1n 

the window with the median of the pixels within the window. Pratt [27] 

made a qualitative study of two-dimensional median filters of various 

shapes and sizes, and examined applications of one-dimensional medians 

to a picture corrupted by Impulsive noise. He concluded that the 

median filter can be very useful for suppressing Impulsive and "salt-

and-pepper" (1ight-and-dark) noise. 

Isolated noise can be classified into three types: salt-and-

pepper, vertical lines, and horizontal lines. Our expert system 

applies a different median filter for each type of isolated noise 

(assuming that the line or column noise is n pixels wide): 

1. salt-and-pepper : 3 x 3 square median filter 

2. single line : 1 x (2n+1) vertical median filter 

3. single column : (2n+1) x 1 horizontal median filter 

Stationary Periodic Noise 

Stationary periodic noise is "a spurious, repetitive pattern 

that has consistent characteristics throughout an image" [30], There 

are some obvious spikes in the Fourier transform of the image according 

to the periods of the noise [5]. Schowengerdt [30] described a solu

tions in the Fourier (frequency) domain. The noise spikes can be 

removed by simply setting their amplitude to zero in the spectrum 

(notch filtering). After we "clean" the noise spikes in the frequency 
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domain, we perform the inverse Fourier transform to obtain a noise-free 

image. Thus, the complete procedure of suppressing this type of noise 

1s as follows: 

1. perform 2-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the input image; 

2. filter the noise peaks in the frequency domain; 

3. perform inverse 2-D FFT to produce the "noise-free" image. 

4.4 KNOWLEDGE IMPLEMENTATION 

We have finally reached the point where we can begin to apply 

the knowledge from the previous discussion to the solution of problems 

actually encountered in digital image processing. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 

show the tree structures for contrast enhancement and noise 

suppression, respectively. 
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Contrast Enhancement 

Manual 
Mode 

User—speci -f i ed 
Contrast 
Stretch 

SADIE 
Transformati on 
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"Expert" 
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Default 
Contrast 
Stretch # 

Unimodal Unimodal Bimodal 
Symmetric Asymmetri c 

Linear 
Stretch 

2-Segment 
Li near 
Stretch 

i—Segment 
Li near 
Stretch 

• Default Contrast Stretch 
(A modification to histogram equalization) 

Step 1. Moving Average 

Step 2. Polynomial Approximation 

Figure 4.8 Tree structure for contrast enhancement 
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Noise Suppression 
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Single 
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Vertical Square 
Median Median 
Filter Fi1ter 

Figure 4.9 Tree structure for noise suppression 

This knowledge can be captured in "if-then" rules. First, we 

need a database to apply the rules to. The database must reflect the 

current state of the system. The first rule is activated when the 

system is initialized. 

R1 If the initial state 

then display information 

assert top-level to the database 

From the top level, the system starts to ask questions and to display 

the menu. The system also provides default modes 1n most cases. The 

following rules summarize the basic ideas of our design: 
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R2 If the state 1s top-level 

then query: stop or re-start? 

operation: contrast-enhancement, noise-suppression? 

R3 If the state is contrast-enhancement 

then request Input Image 

query: check-histogram? 1f yes, call "stats" 

query: stop, re-start, or stretch? 

R4 If the state 1s stretch 

then query: stop, re-start, pseudo-optimum, or options by 

the user? 

R5 If the state is stretch 

then request output workfile number 

R6 If the state 1s pseudo-optimum stretch 

then tell the user the system plan 

do histogram analysis 

assert histogram Information to the database 

execute the plan (modified histogram equalization) 

assert check-output to the database 

R7 If 

then 

the histogram 1s bimodal 

suggest and demonstrate an alternative approach 

(3 segment plecewise linear stretch) 
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R8 If the histogram 1s unlmodal and 

the histogram 1s close to Gaussian 

then suggest and demonstrate an alternative approach 

(linear stretch) 

R9 If the histogram 1s unlmodal and 

the histogram 1s skewed right 

then suggest and demonstrate an alternative approach 

(2 segment plecewlse linear stretch) 

R10 If the histogram 1s unlmodal and 

the histogram 1s skewed left 

then suggest and demonstrate an alternative approach 

(2 segment piecewise linear stretch) 

R11 If the state is stretch-option 

then display the menu for stretch 

request the option 

R12 If the state is stretch and 

the user chose the option 

then execute the user's plan 

assert check-output to the database 

In the following rules about noise suppression, we concentrate on the 

techniques dealing with Isolated noise and stationary periodic noise. 
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R13 If the state 1s noise-suppression 

then request information about noise 

assert noise Information to the database 

R14 If the noise 1s stationary periodic 

then query: horizontal, vertical, or some angle? 

R15 If the noise 1s horizontal, stationary periodic 

then query: sinusoidal or bar? 

R16 If the noise is sinusoidal 

then perform 2-D FFT 

filter the noise peaks 1n the frequency domain 

perform inverse 2-D FFT 

assert check-output to the database 

R17 If the noise is Isolated 

then query: salt-and-pepper, single line, or single 

column? 

R18 If the noise 1s Isolated and 

the pattern 1s known 

then design an appropriate median filter 

apply the median filter to the input image 

assert pre-end to the database 

R19 If 

then 

the state 1s check-output 

query: check-histogram? 1f yes, call "stats" 

assert pre-end to the database 
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R20 If the state 1s pre-end 

then query: display the Images? 1f yes, call "display" 

query: stop or re-start? 

R21 If the state 1s re-start 

then assert top-level to the database 

We still need a rule to terminate the action when the user 1s done. 

R22 If the state 1s stop 

then say good-bye 

exit the system 

The code of these rules 1n CLIPS format 1s listed 1n Appendix 

8. Note that the rule priorities have been determined using the 

declaration of "salience" in the code. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 RESULTS 

Our expert system for Image processing has been Implemented on 

the VAX11/750 under the VMS operating system 1n DIAL. In the following 

experiments, the output Images were obtained by simulating users with 

different levels of experience. The user Interface 1s very simple. 

Questions are asked of the user, answers are read 1n, the reasoning 

process takes place, and a solution 1s suggested. 

5.1.1 Contrast Enhancement 

We used an integrated circuit (IC) image 1n SADIE workfile 

format as the test Input Image (Figure 5.1(a)). Figure 5.1(b) shows 

the histogram of the original test Image. Suppose that a novice user, 

with little experience 1n Image processing and no Idea about SADIE, 

came to DIAL with this IC image and wanted to enhance the contrast of 

this Image. This user would be told to login to the computer and use 

our expert system by the following procedures: 

1. <login> 

2. $ run expert 

3. $ logout 
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The dialog with our "expert" 1s reproduced below (Indented). The 

user's responses are underlined. Comments are Interspersed throughout. 

******************************************* 

Welcome to the SADIE Expert System 
— Digital Image Analysis Lab — 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 

University of Arizona 

******************************************** 

* What do you want to do? 

a. stop 

b. re-start 

c. contrast enhancement 

d. noise suppression? 

processing [abed] ? c 

* Which is your Input image? (wkOl.pix —> wk08.p1x) 

input Image [1 2 8] ? 1 

* Do you want to see statistics & histogram of the Input Image? 

[y/n] ? n 
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* What type of contrast enhancement do you want to do? 

a. stop 

b. re-start 

c. stretch 

enhancement [a b c] c? [carriage_return] 

While running the expert system, the user followed the instructions and 

let the system make decisions for him (accepted the default) by press

ing the carriage_return key. 

* Which 1s your output image? (wkOl.pix —> wk08.p1x) 

output image [1 2 8] ? 2 

* Do you want to do stretch by yourself? 

a. stop 

b. re-start 

c. pseudo-optimum stretch by this expert 

c. show the stretch options by the user 

[abed] c? [carr1age_return] 

* This expert will take the following procedure: 

1. calculate the CDF of the Input Image. 

2. use moving average and polynomial fit to smooth the CDF 

curve. 

3. use this curve as transformation. 
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Meanwhile, the system analyzed the histogram of the Input Image and 

acquired the shape parameters described in Section 4.3.1. Based on the 

Information of the histogram, an alternative approach, the three-

segment piecewise linear transformation, was suggested and the method 

was shown on the screen. 

* Do you want to display the images ? [y/n] ? y 

* If you are not satisfied with the result, go back and try 

again, re-start [y/n] ? n 

******************************************** 

Bye !! 

******************************************** 

Effortlessly, the user got a stretched output Image (Figure 5.2(a)), 

whose histogram is shown 1n Figure 5.2(b). He got the desired result 

and also acquired some knowledge about three segment, piecewise linear 

transformation. 

On the other hand, suppose an experienced user with the same 

Image wanted to do the same thing. Instead of the system default 

options, he requested to see the histogram of the input image from the 
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system. (In the following, we only show the different part of the 

dialog.) 

* Do you want to see the statistics & histogram of the Input 
Image? [y/n] ? y 

After scrutinizing the histogram, he decided to apply his own GL trans

formation. Next, he requested the user options menu, chose the three-

segment plecewise linear transformation, and Input his own parameters. 

* What type of transformation do you want to do? 

a. stop 

b. re-start 

c. GL invert 

d. log-base-10 transformation 

e. two-segment, plecewise linear transformation 

f. quantization 

g. square-root transformation 

h. linear transformation 

1. GL slice 

j. square transformation 

k. three-segment, plecewise linear transformation 



1. table-look-up transformation 

m. binary GL threshold 

transformation [abcdefghi 
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j k 1 m] ? k 

Please give your transformation parameters: 

GL breakpoints (input), 4 real numbers: 

24.0 42.0 75.0 113.0 

GL' breakpoints (output), 4 real numbers: 

0.0 100.0 150.0 255.0 

The output Image and Its histogram are shown 1n Figure 5.3(a) and 

Figure 5.3(b). The experienced user also tried several different 

approaches provided by the system and compared the results until he was 

satisfied. This 1s the conventional interactive image enhancement 

paradigm. 

5.1.2 Noise Suppression 

As a practical illustration of noise suppression, consider the 

images shown in Figure 5.4-5.6. The image 1s shown with line noise in 

Figure 5.4(a); with salt-and-pepper noise in Figure 5.5(a); and with 

sinusoidal noise 1n Figure 5.6(a) (low frequency) and Figure 5.6(c) 

(high frequency). The text that follows reproduces part of the 

consultation when the Input image 1s one of these noisy images. 



* What do you want to do? 

a. stop 

b. re-start 

c. contrast enhancement 

d. noise suppression 

processing [abed] ? d 

* Is the noise : 

a. random 

b. stationary periodic 

c. non-stationary periodic 

d. Isolated 

noise [abed] ? d [b] 

* Is the noise : 

a. salt/pepper 

b. single line 

c. single column 

noise [a b c] ? b [a] 
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»* using 1 x 3 vertical median filter 

[** using 3x3 square median filter] 

If the noise 1s the s1ngle-l1ne type (Figure 5.4(a)), the system 

requests the width of the line noise, then applies 1 x (w1dth*2+1) 

vertical median filtering. If the noise 1s salt/pepper (Figure 

5.5(a)), the system applies 3x3 median filtering. But if the noise 

is stationary periodic (Figure 5.6(a) or (c)), the system keeps 

requesting: 

* Is the direction of the noise : 

a. vertical 

b. horizontal 

c. some angle 

noise [a b c] ? a 

# Is the noise : 

a. sinusoidal 

b. bar 

noise [a b] ? a 

The system then performs a 2-D FFT on the Input image, filters the 

noise peaks in the frequency domain, and performs an Inverse 2-D FFT to 

obtain the output image. 

The output images after noise suppression are shown in Figure 5.4(b), 

5.5(b), 5.6(b), and 5.6(d). 



(b) 

Figure 5.1 (a) The IC Image; (b) Histogram 
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(b) 

Figure 5.2 (a) The stretched Image (system default): 
(b) Histogram 



(a) 

Figure 5.3 (a) The stretched Image (user's choice); 
(b) Histogram 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.4 Example of one-d1mens1onal median filtering for 
Image corrupted by Une-type noise, (a) Image with Une-type noise 
(b) Median filtering of (a) with a 1 x 3 vertical window. 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.5 Example of two-dimensional median filtering for 
Image corrupted by salt/pepper noise, (a) Image with salt/pepper 
noise; (b) Median filtering of (a) with a 3 x 3 window 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.6 Examples of notch filtering 1n frequency domain for 
an Inmage corrupted by stationary periodic noise, (a) Image with low 
frequency noise; (b) Notch filtering of (a) 
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Figure 5.6—Continued, (c) Image with high frequency noise: 
(d) Notch filtering of (c) 
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5.2 DISCUSSION 

In this section we discuss our results from several different 

aspects. Basically, our expert system 1s so efficient and friendly 

that users with little computer experience can learn how to use it 

almost immediately. 

The Indicated results of contrast enhancement support the 

hypothesis of system default approaches, the outputs of which can 

satisfy the user's demands. Because the objectives of image enhance

ment are often too subjective or too complex to be easily converted to 

useful objective measures, the approaches of our expert system tend to 

be simple, qualitative, and ad hoc. We should emphasize that we have 

not attempted any form of multi-band image enhancement. Many enhance

ment techniques developed for monochrome image analysis create arti

facts which would be intolerable in multi-band applications. However, 

if multi-band Images are RGB color Images, we can apply an RGB to HSV 

(Hue, Saturation, Value or Luminance) transformation [31,36] to extract 

the luminance component. Then, any enhancement algorithm devel-oped for 

monochrome Imagery should be suitable for luminance enhancement. 

The examples shown in Figure 5.4-5.5 indicate that the median 

filter applied by our expert system is very effective 1n reducing the 

effect of Isolated noise. Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the notch 

filtering of our expert system 1s very powerful when dealing with 

stationary periodic noise 1n both low and high frequencies. However, 

the problem has been simplified by setting the noise frequencies to be 

Ideal cases (the noise has an integer number of periods across the test 

image). If this condition fails, the Fourier spectrum of the noise 
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would not have perfect peaks, but would contain a broad range of 

frequencies. This 1s because the noise signal does not correspond to 

samples of a true sine wave, and the truncated noise (with abrupt 

changes at the Image border) Incurs high frequency components [5]. 

In this research project, the features of SADIE and CLIPS have 

been combined in a simple prototype expert system. We should prepare 

for some future obstacles. Since our focus is low-level Image process

ing, we have not encountered serious problems in representing spatial 

knowledge in our expert system. But once we extend this project to 

high-level image processing (image interpretation), representation of 

spatial knowledge could require huge amounts of memory to record the 

spatial relations between different group of objects. Furthermore, if 

the common sense or general knowledge about the imagery 1s crucial to 

solving the problem, the knowledge engineering approach will need to be 

applied very carefully. 

Finally, we would like to remark that the most serious limita

tion of the expert system tool, CLIPS, is its Inability to perform 

"knowledge acquisition". So far, we have found no other tool which 

possesses this function. We recognize that knowledge acquisition is 

still the major bottleneck in expert system development, since it 1s 

tedious and time-consuming to extract knowledge and incorporate 1t into 

the knowledge base. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents a summary of our work, our conclusions, 

and some recommendations for future enhancement, based on the results 

described 1n Chapter 5. 

6.1 SUMMARY 

The main objective of this project was to build a portable and 

efficient prototype expert system for low-level image processing. Our 

system was developed using the expert system tool CLIPS. An interface 

between CLIPS 4.10 and SADIE 3.1 has been constructed. This system 1s 

an Interactive expert system which Includes the image processing func

tions of SADIE. Through the development of this system, we obtained a 

better idea about building a knowledge-based system that actually 

performs at an expert's level. Even though 1t performs as an expert 

only on well-defined problems, this expert system will be valuable for 

Inspiring more sophisticated designs. 

6.2 CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the results of this project, the following 

conclusions are drawn: 

1. Knowledge about image enhancement has been successfully 

implemented in the CLIPS program. Once the required knowledge 
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for specific problems 1s obtained, an expert system can be 

developed. 

2. The Implementation of this system has proven that it is 

feasible to provide an efficient expert assistant for a novice 

user of image processing software. 

3. Designing and building an expert system for image processing 

involves quite difficult and intensive effort. Unfortunately, 

even when we know what our experience has been, we have a 

difficult time representing such Information accurately 1n the 

computer. 

4. Under more interactive and efficient forms, this new technology 

will make 1t possible to develop quick, pragmatic solutions to 

a wide range of problems. 

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are given for future research, 

based upon our experience with this project. 

1. The work done here has been limited in applications to single-

band (black-and-white) images. The extension to multi-band 

(color) images is not trivial, and some good processing 

strategy 1s needed. 

2. There is great potential for developing systems which can learn 

from experience, for example, constructing new rules and adding 

them to the knowledge base. 

3. Not all types of knowledge can be easily captured by rules. 

Another major focus of AI is the problem of "understanding 
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Images." There 1s still a wide gap between raw Images and an 

understanding of what 1s "seen" by digital computers. Today, 

we have no demonstrated, generalized alternative approaches 

for adding various types of knowledge to expert systems. Such 

alternative approaches present many research challenges. 

4. In order to appropriately build expert systems, experts and 

skilled knowledge engineers need to work more closely together. 

This effort should be emphasized because, like all human 

collaborations, it can sometimes be quite fragile. 

5. We can expect a gradual evolution in the development of CLIPS 

and other tools to facilitate the building of knowledge bases. 

Once tools can be easily used by the Image-processing expert to 

encode knowledge directly into the computer, we can speed up 

the process of developing an expert system by removing the role 

of the knowledge engineer. 



APPENDIX A 

SOURCE CODE OF INTERFACE 

/* This file stores usrfuncs definitions and any C Interface #/ 
/* subroutines. */ 
/*****************************:M******************************/ 

#1nclude stdlo.h 
^include "clips.h" 
/* FUNCTION TO CONVERT C STRINGS FOR VAS ADA OR FORTRAN */ 
/# Note:Th1s function definition 1s VAX VMS specific */ 
#Include ssdef.h 
#include descrlp.h 
struct dsc$descr1ptor_s #make_str1ng_dsc(c_str) 
char *c_str; 
{ struct dsc$descr1ptor_s #desc; 

desc = (struct dsc$descr1ptor_s *) malloc 
(sizeof (struct dsc$descriptor_s)); 

/* Define String Descriptor •/ 
desc->dsc$w_length = strlen(c_str); 
desc->dsc$a_po1nter = c_str; 
desc->dsc$b_class = DSC$K_CLASS_S; 
desc->dsc$b_dtype = DSC$K_DTYPE_T; 
return(desc); 

} 

/* Interface subroutines to SADIE */ 

extern 1nit(), finiQ; 
c_ad2col() 
{ short 1nt 1n1, 1n2, lout, offset; 

extern ad2col(); 
1n1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
lout = rfloat(3); 
offset = rfloat(4); 
ad2col(&1n1, &1n2, &1out, &offset); 
return(0); 



c_ad2l1n() 
{ short 1nt 1n1, 1n2, lout, offset; 

extern ad2l1n(); 
1n1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
lout = rfloat(3); 
offset = rfloat(4); 
ad21in(&1n1, &in2, &1out, aoffset); 
return(O); 

} 
c_bndchk() 
{ short 1nt nbnd; 

extern bndchkO; 
nbnd = rfloat(1); 
bndchk(&nbnd); 
return(O); 

} 
c_checks() 
{ short 1nt lout, nplx, nlin, jpix, jlin; 

extern checksO; 
lout = rfloat(1); 
nplx = rfloat(2); 
nlin = rfloat(3); 
jpix = rfloat(4); 
jlin = rfloat(5); 
checks(&1out, &np1x, &nl1n, &jp1x, &j!1n); 
return(O); 

} 
c_ckfi1e() 
{ short 1nt 1wf; 

extern ckf1le(); 
iwf = rfloat(1); 
ckf1le(&1wf); 
return(O); 

} 
c_comb() 
{ short 1nt 1n, lout, jpix, jlin, 1ncp, 1ncl; 

extern comb(); 
in = rf1oat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
jpix = rfloat(3); 
jlin = rf1oat(4); 
incp = rf1oat(5); 
1nc1 = rfloat(6); 
comb(&in, &iout, &jpix, &j1in, &incp, &inc1); 
return(0); 



c_contur() 
{ short 1nt 1n, iout, nlev; 

extern conturQ; 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
nlev = rfloat(3); 
contur(&1n, &1out, &nlev); 
return(O); 

} 
c_copywf() 
{ short 1nt 1n, lout; 

extern copywfQ; 
1n = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
copywf(&1n, &iout); 
return(O); 

} 
c_dupl() 
{ short 1nt in, iout, idup, jdup; 

extern dupl(); 
in = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
idup = rfloat(3); 
jdup = rfloat(4); 
dupK&in, &iout, &idup, &jdup); 
return(O); 

} 
c_edge() 
{ short int 1n, ioutl, 1out2, iopt, index, isize; 

extern edge(); 
in = rfloat(1); 
ioutl = rfloat(2); 
iout2 = rfloat(3); 
iopt = rfloat(4); 
index = rfloat(5); 
isize = rfloat(6); 
edge(&in, &iout1, &iout2, &iopt, &index, &isize); 
return(O); 

} 
c_expand() 
{ short 1nt in, iout; 

float xscale, yscale, alfa; 
extern expandO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
xscale = rfloat(3); 
yscale = rfloat(4); 
alfa = rfloat(5); 
expand(&in, 8.lout, axscale, &yscale, &alfa); 
return(O); 



c_fft2d() 
{ short 1nt 1n, iout, direc; 

extern fft2d(); 
in = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
dlrec = rfloat(3); 
fft2d(&1n, &1out, &d1rec); 
return(O); 

} 
c_filter() 
{ short int 1n, iout; 

char *fltr; 
extern f1lter(); 
1n = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
fltr = rstring(3); 
fnter(&1n, &iout, make_str1ng_dsc(fltr)); 
return(O); 

} 
c_functn() 
{ short 1nt iout, npix, iopt; 

float a, b; 
extern functnO; 
iout = rfloat(1); 
npix = rfloat(2); 
1opt = rfloat(3); 
a = rfloat(4); 
b = rfloat(5); 
functn(&iout, &npix, &iopt, &a, &b); 
return(O); 

} 
c_geom() 
{ short int 1n, iout, nterms, npix, nlin; 

float alfa; 
extern geom(); 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
nterms = rfloat(3); 
npix = rfloat(4); 
nlin = rfloat(5); 
alfa = rfloat(6); 
geom(&in, &iout, &nterms, &npix, &nlin, &alfa); 
return(O); 



c_grad() 
short 1nt 1n, 1out1, 1out2, 1s1ze, Index; 
float v1rt, horz; 
extern gradO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
ioutl = rfloat(2); 
iout2 = rfloat(3); 
virt = rfloat(4); 
horz = rfloat(5); 
islze = rfloat(6); 
index = rfloat(7); 
grad(&in, &iout1, &1out2, &virt, &horz, &isize, &index); 
return(O); 

} 
c_grascl() 
{ short int iout, nlin, nsamps, nsteps; 

float glmax, glmln; 
extern grasclO; 
iout = rfloat(1); 
nlin = rfloat(2); 
nsamps = rfloat(3); 
nsteps = rfloat(4); 
glmax = rfloat(5); 
glmin = rfloat(6); 
grascK&iout, &nlin, &nsamps, &nsteps, &glmax, &glmin); 
return(O); 

} 
c_grid() 
{ short int in, iout, intval, nhash; 

float gredlv; 
extern gridO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
intval = rfloat(3); 
nhash = rfloat(4); 
gredlv = rfloat(5); 
grid(&in, &iout, &intval, Snhash, &gredlv); 
return(O); 

} 
c_histeq() 
{ short int in, iout, inc, nlev; 

extern histeqQ; 
in = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
1nc = rfloat(3); 
nlev = rfloat(4); 
histeq(&in, &iout, &inc, &nlev); 
return(O); 



c_h1st2() 
{ short int 1n1, 1n2, lout, 1nc, nlev; 

extern hist2(); 
in1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
iout = rfloat(3); 
inc = rfloat(4); 
nlev = rfloat(5); 
h1st2(&1n1, &1n2, &1out, &1nc, &nlev); 
return(O); 

} 
c_hsvrgb() 
{ short 1nt 1n, lout; 

extern hsvrgb(); 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
hsvrgb(&1n, &iout); 
return(O); 

} 
c_1nfo() 
{ short 1nt 1wf; 

extern 1nfo(); 
iwf = rfloat(1); 
1nfo(&1wf); 
return(O); 

} 
c_insert() 
{ short int 1n1, 1n2, lout, jplx, jlln; 

extern 1nsert(); 
1n1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
lout = rfloat(3); 
jplx = rfloat(4); 
j11n = rfloat(5); 
1nsert(&1n1, &1n2, &1out, &jp1x, &jl1n); 
return(O); 

} 
c_match() 
{ short 1nt 1n1, 1n2, lout, nlev; 

extern match(); 
1n1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
lout = rfloat(3); 
nlev = rfloat(4); 
match(&1n1, &1n2, &1out, &nlev); 
return(O); 



c_median() 
{ short 1nt in, lout, 1s1ze, jslze; 

float temp[25], 1ndex[5]; 
extern medlanQ; 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
1size = rfloat(3); 
jsize = rfloat(4); 
med1an(&1n,&1out,&1s1ze,&js1ze,temp,Index); 
return(O); 

} 
c_no1se() 
{ short 1nt in, lout, k, 1; 

float c1, c2; 
extern noiseO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
c1 = rfloat(3); 
c2 = rfloat(4); 
k = rfloat(5); 
1 = rfloat(6); 
no1se(&1n, &1out, &c1, &c2, &k, &1); 
return(O); 

} 
c_notch() 
{ short 1nt 1n, iout; 

extern notchO; 
1n = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
notch(&1n, &1out); 
return(0); 

} 
c_pca() 
{ short 1nt 1n, lout, 1nc; 

extern pca(); 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
inc = rfloat(3); 
pca(&1n, &1out, &1nc); 
return(O); 

} 
c_prnt() 
{ short 1nt 1n, nblks, 1x, 1y, islze; 

extern prnt(); 
1n = rfloat(1) 
nblks = rfloat(2) 
ix = rfloat(3) 
iy rfloat(4) 
islze = rfloat(5) 
prnt(&1n, &nblks, &1x, &1y, &1s1ze); 
return(O); 



c_proquo() 
{ short 1nt 1n1, 1n2, lout; 

float factor; 
extern proquoO; 
1n1 = rfloat(1); 
1n2 = rfloat(2); 
lout = rfloat(3); 
factor = rfloat(4); 
proquo(&1n1, &1n2, &1out, &factor); 
return(O); 

} 
c_pseudo() 
{ short 1nt 1n, lout, np, nv; 

char str1ng[50]; 
extern pseudoO; 
1n = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
pseudo(&1n, &1out, &np, &nv); 
sprlntf(string,"no_of_peak Xd",np); 
assert(string); 
sprintf(string,"no_of_valley %d",nv); 
assert(string); 
return(O); 

} 
c_pspect() 
{ short int in, iout, iscr; 

extern pspectO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
lout = rfloat(2); 
iscr = rfloat(3); 
pspect(&in, &iout, &1scr); 
return(O); 

} 
c_relwf() 
{ short int iwf; 

extern relwf(); 
1wf = rfloat(1); 
relwf(&1wf); 
return(O); 

} 
c_rgbhsv() 
{ short 1nt in, iout; 

extern rgbhsv(); 
in = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
rgbhsv(&1n, &iout); 
return(O); 



c_shape() 
{ short 1nt 1n; 

float alph3, alph4; 
char str1ng[50]; 
extern shapeQ; 
in = rfloat(1); 
shape(&in, &alph3, &alph4); 
sprintf(string,"alph3 %f", alph3); 
assert(strlng); 
sprintf(string,"alph4 %f", alph4); 
assert(string); 
return(O); 

} 
c_stats() 
{ short int in, inc, nlev; 

float values[5]; 
extern stats(); 
in = rfloat(1); 
inc = rfloat(2); 
nlev = rfloat(3); 
stats(&in, &inc, &nlev, values); 
return(O); 

} 
c_strtch() 
{ short int in, iout; 

char *tf; 
extern stretchO; 
in = rfloat(1); 
iout = rfloat(2); 
tf = rstr1ng(3); 
stretch(&in, &iout, make_string_dsc(tf)); 
return(O); 

} 
/* Add interface subroutines before usrfuncsO */ 

/*#*####*****###*#*#:«:##*********•####****•**##*##**********#*/ 

/* USRFUNCS: The function which informs CLIPS of any user */ 
/* defined functions. */ 
/ft************************************************************/ 
usrfuncsO 

define_funct1on( "ad2col", ' ', c_ad2col, "c_ad2col" ) ;  
define_function( "ad2lin", ' c_ad2!1n, "c ad21in" ) ;  
define_function( "bndchk", ' ', c_bndchk, "c_bndchk" ) ;  
define_funct1on( "checks", ' ', c_checks, "c checks" ) ;  
define_funct1on( "ckfile", • c_ckfile, "c_ckfile" ) ;  
def1ne_function( "comb", ', c_comb, "c_comb"); 
define_funct1on( "contur", ' ', c_contur, "c_contur" ) ;  
def1ne_function( "copywf", ' c_copywf, "c copywf" ) ;  
def1ne_funct1on( "dupl", ', c_dupl, "c_dupl"); 
define_function("edge", ' ', c_edge, "c_edge"); 



define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. _funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define. .funct on 
define .funct on 

/* Additional def 

"expand", ' 1, c expand, "c expand"); 
"fft2d", ' ', c_fft2d, "c_fft2d"); 
"filter", '• ', c filter, "c filter"); 
"fini", fini, "fini"); 
"functn", '• ', c_functn, "c_functn"); 
"geom", ' ', c_geom, "c_geom"); 
"grad", ', c_grad, "c_grad"); 
"grascl", ' • '» c_grascl, "c grascl"); 
"grid", c_grid, "c_grid"); 
"histeq", ' ', c_histeq, "c histeq"); 
"hist2", ' ', c_hist2, "c_hist2"); 
"hsvrgb", ' ', c_hsvrgb, "q_hsvrgb"); 
"info", '» c_1nfo, "c info"); 
"init", 1nit, "1nit"); 
"Insert", ' ', c_1nsert, "c_1nsert"); 
"match", ' ', c_match, "c_match"); 
"median", ' ', c_median, "c_median"); 
"noise", ' c_no1se, "c_no1se"); 
"notch", ' ', c_notch, "c_notch"); 
"pea", ', c_pca, "c_pca"); 
"prnt", ' ', c_prnt, "c_prnt"); 
"proquo", '• ', c_proquo, "c_proquo"); 
"pseudo", ' ', c_pseudo, "c_pseudo"); 
"pspect", ' c_pspect, "c pspect"); 
"relwf", ' ', c_relwf, "c_relwf"); 
"rgbhsv", ' ', c_rgbhsv, "c_rgbhsv"); 
"shape", '• ', c_shape, "c_shape"); 
"stats", ' ', c_stats, "c_stats"); 
"strtch", '• ', c_strtch, "c_strtch"); 
ne_fuct1on statements could go here. #/ 
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APPENDIX B 

SOURCE CODE OF KNOWLEDGE BASE 

(defrule processing-selector "initial the system" 
?fact <- (initial-fact) 
= > 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "********************************************" crlf 
(printout "# *" crlf 
(printout "• Welcome to the SADIE Expert System *" crlf 
(printout "* — Digital Image Analysis Lab — *" crlf 
(printout "# Electrical & Computer Engineering *" crlf 
(printout "* University of Arizona *" crlf 
(printout "* *" crlf 
(printout "********************************************" crlf 
(printout crlf) 
(assert (level top)) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule top-level "main menu" 
?fact <- (level top) 
= > 

(printout crlf) 
(printout "* What do you want to do?" crlf) 
(printout "a. stop" crlf) 
(printout "b. re-start" crlf) 
(printout "c. contrast enhancement" crlf) 
(printout "d. noise suppression" crlf) 
(printout "processing [abed] ? ") 
(assert (processing =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule check_1nput "check Input & menu for contrast enhancement" 
?fact <- (processing c) 

= > 

(printout "* Which is your input image? (wkOl.pix —> wk08.p1x)" 
crlf) 

(printout "Input image [1 2 ... 8] ? ") 
(bind ?1n (read)) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(assert (imgin ?1n)) 
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(printout"* Do you want to see the statistics & histogram of the 
Input Image? [y/n] ? ") 

(1f (eq y (read)) 
then 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(1n1t) 
(stats ?1n 1 256) 
(f1n1) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(system "type sad.out") 
(printout crlf) 
(printout "# Do you want to see the result again? [y/n] ? ") 
(while (eq (read) y) 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(system "type sad.out") 
(printout "* Do you want to see the result again? [y/n] ? "))) 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "# What type of contrast enhancement do you want to do?" 

crlf) 
(printout "a. stop" crlf) 
(printout "b. re-start" crlf) 
(printout "c. stretch" crlf) 
(printout "enhancement [a b c] c? ") 
(assert (enhancement =(readline))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule stretch-selector "menu for stretch" 
?fact <- (enhancement "c"i"") 

= > 

(printout "# Do you want to do the stretch by yourself?" crlf) 
(printout "a. stop" crlf) 
(printout "b. restart" crlf) 
(printout "c. pseudo-optimum stretch by this expert" crlf) 
(printout "d. show the stretch options by the user" crlf) 
(printout "[a b c d] c? ") 
(assert (pseudo =(readline))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule p1ck_output "pick output workfUe number for stretch" 
(declare (salience 10)) 
(enhancement "c"J"") 
= > 

(printout "* Which will be your output Image? (wkOl.pix —> 
wk08.p1x)" crlf) 

(printout "output Image [1 2 ... 8] ? ") 
(assert Omgout =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf)) 
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(defrule pseudo-stretch "system pseudo optimum stretch" 
?fact1 <- (pseudo "c"!"") 
?fact2 <- (1mg1n ?1n) 
?fact3 <- (Imgout ?out) 
= > 

(printout 
(printout 
(printout 

This expert will take the following procedure:" crlf) 
1. calculate the CDF of the Input Image." crlf) 

1n order not to over-stretch, use moving average 
and polynomial fit to smooth the CDF curve." crlf) 
use this curve as transformation. " crlf) 

2 .  

(printout " 3. 
(1nit) 
(shape ?in) 
(pseudo ?1n ?out) 
(f1n1) 
(assert (check_out ?out)) 
(retract ?fact1 ?fact2 ?fact3)) 

(defrule suggest1on-piecewise "suggestion and explanation of 
3-p1ecewise transformation." 

(declare (salience 10)) 
?f1 <- (no_of_peak 2) 

= > 

(printout "* Since the input image has a bimodal histogram, the 
user" crlf) 

(printout " may use three-segment, piecewlse linear 
transformation," crlf) 

(printout " which is offered in the user's stretch options." crlf 
crlf) 

(printout "* Method of three-segment, piecewlse linear 
transformation:" crlf) 

(printout " EXAMPLE:" crlf crlf) 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 

GL' 
255.0 
(x8) 

x7 

X6 

(x5) 
0 . 0  

t ransformat1on-> 

,<- histogram 

X1 x2 X3 x4 255.0 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* You need to examine the histogram, then choose 

appropriate" crlf) 
(printout " values for x1, x2, x3, x4, x6, and x7." crlf crlf) 
(printout " After checking the output of the system, you may 

choose to restart the system." crlf) 

crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
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(retract ?f1)) 
(defrule gausslan "histogram close to gausslan" 
(declare (salience 15)) 
?f1 <- (no_of_peak 1) 
?f2 <- (alph3 ?a3) 
?f3 <- (alph4 ?a4) 
(test (>= 0.1 (abs ?a3))) 
(test (>= 0.1 (abs (- 3 ?a4)))) 
:> 
(printout "* Since the histogram of the Input image has a gaussian 

shape,"crlf) 
(printout " you may use linear transformation," crlf) 
(printout " which 1s offered in the user's stretch options." crlf 

crlf) 
(printout "• Method of two-segment, plecewlse linear 

transformation:" crlf) 
(printout " EXAMPLE:" crlf crlf) 

GL' 
+ 

(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 

255.0 
(X6) 

x5 

(x4) 
0 . 0  

<-transformation 

<-histogram 

_+_ 
x1 x2 x3 255.0 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* You need to examine the histogram, then choose 

appropriate" crlf) 
(printout " values for x1, x2, x3, and x5." crlf crlf) 
(printout " After checking the output of the system, you may 

choose to restart the system." crlf) 
(printout " if you want to do this." crlf crlf) 
(retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3)) 

crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 

(defrule skewed_right 
(declare (salience 10)) 
?f1 <- (no of peak 1) 
?f2 <- (alph3 ?a3) 
(test (> ?a3 0)) 
= > 

(printout "# Since the histogram of the Input image is skewed 
right,"crlf) 

(printout " you may use linear transformation," crlf) 
(printout " which 1s offered in the user's stretch options." crlf 

crlf) 
(printout "* Method of two-segment, plecewlse linear transformation: 

crlf) 
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(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 
(printout 

EXAMPLE:" crlf crlf) 
GL' 
255.0 
(x6) 

X5 

(X4) 
0 .0  

<-transformation 

<-histogram 

x1 x2 x3 255.0 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* You need to examine the histogram, then choose 

appropriate" crlf) 
(printout " values for x1, x2, x3, and x5." crlf crlf) 
(printout " After checking the output of the system, you may 

choose to restart the system." crlf) 
(printout " if you want to do this." crlf crlf) 
(retract ?f1 ?f2)) 

crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 

(defrule skewed_left 
(declare (salience 10)) 
?f1 <- (no_of_peak 1) 
?f2 <- (alph3 ?a3) 
(test (< ?a3 0)) 
= > 

(printout "# Since the histogram of the input image is skewed 
left,"crlf) 

(printout " you may use linear transformation," crlf) 
(printout " which 1s offered in the user's stretch options." crlf 

crlf) 
(printout "# Method of two-segment, piecewise linear transformation: 

crlf) 
(printout " EXAMPLE:" crlf crlf) 

.+ 

<-transformation 

<-h1stogram 

(printout " GL' 
(printout " 255.0 + 
(printout " (x6) 
(printout " 
(printout " 
(printout " 
(printout " 
(printout " x5 
(printout " 
(printout " (x4) 
(printout " 0.0 x1 x2 x3 255.0 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* You need to examine the histogram, then choose 

appropriate" crlf) 
(printout " values for x1, x2, x3, and x5." crlf crlf) 

crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
crlf 
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(printout " After checking the output of the system, you may 
choose to restart the system." crlf) 

(printout " if you want to do this." crlf crlf) 
(retract ?f1 ?f2)) 

(defrule stretch-option 
?fact <- (pseudo "d") 
= > 

(printout "* What type of stretch do you want to do?" crlf) 
(printout "a. stop" crlf) 
(printout "b. re-start" crlf) 
(printout "c. GL Invert" crlf) 
(printout "d. log-base-10 transformation" crlf) 
(printout "e. two-segment, piecewise linear transformation" crlf) 
(printout "f. quantization" crlf) 
(printout "g. square-root transformation" crlf) 
(printout "h. linear transformation" crlf) 
(printout "i. GL slice" crlf) 
(printout "j. square transformation" crlf) 
(printout "k. three-segment, piecewise linear transformation" crlf) 
(printout "1. table look-up transformation" crlf) 
(printout "m. binary GL threshold" crlf) 
( p r i n t o u t  " s t r e t c h  [ a b c d e f g h i j k l m ] ? " )  
(assert (stretch =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule stretch-by-user 
?fact1 <- (stretch ?op) 
?fact2 <- (imgin ?in) 
?fact3 <- (imgout ?out) 

= > 

(init) 
(if (eq ?op c) 

then 
(strtch ?in ?out tfinv)) 

(if (eq ?op d) 
then 
(strtch ?in ?out tflog)) 

(if (eq ?op e) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tfplt)) 

(if (eq ?op f) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tfqant)) 

(if (eq ?op g) 
then 
(strtch ?in ?out tfroot)) 

(if (eq ?op h) 
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then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tfscal)) 

(1f (eq ?op 1) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tfsl)) 

(1f (eq ?op j) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tfsq)) 

(1f (eq ?op k) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tf3p)) 

(1f (eq ?op 1) 
then 
(strtch ?1n ?out tftbl)) 

(if (eq ?op m) 
then 
(strtch ?in ?out tfthr)) 

(printout crlf) 
(assert (check_out ?out)) 
(retract ?fact1 ?fact2 ?fact3)) 

(defrule check_output 
?fact <- (check_out ?out) 

= > 

(printout "* Do you want to see the statistics & histogram of the 
output Image? [y/n] ? ") 

(if (eq y (read)) 
then 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(1n1t) 
(stats ?out 1 256) 
(fin1) 
(system "type sad.out") 
(printout "# Do you want to see the result again? [y/n] ? ") 
(while (eq (read) y) 

(printout crlf) 
(system "type sad.out") 
(printout "* Do you want to see the result again? [y/n] ? ")) 

else 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(f1n1)) 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(assert (pre-end)) 
(retract ?fact)) 
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(defrule noise-smoothing 
?fact <- (processing d) 

= >  

(printout "* Which is your input image? (wkOl.pix —> wk08.p1x)" crlf) 
(printout "input image [1 2 ... 8] ? ") 
(assert (imgin =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* Which will be your output image? (wkOl.pix —> wk08.pix" 

crlf) 
(printout "output image [1 2 ... 8] ? ") 
(assert (Imgout =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "* Is the noise : " crlf) 
(printout "1. random" crlf) 
(printout "2. periodic, stationary" crlf) 
(printout "3. periodic, nonstationary" crlf) 
(printout "4. Isolated" crlf) 
(printout "noise: [12 3 4]? ") 
(assert (noise =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule periodi c_stat1on a ry_no1se 
?fact <- (noise 2) 

= > 

(printout "# Is the direction of the periodic noise : " crlf) 
(printout "1. vertical" crlf) 
(printout "2. horizontal" crlf) 
(printout "3. some angle" crlf) 
(printout "noise: [1 2 3] 1 ? ") 
(assert (stationary =(read!1ne))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule horizontal_noise 
?fact <- (stationary Hi"|"") 

= >  

(printout "* Is the noise : " crlf) 
(printout "1. sinusoidal" crlf) 
(printout "2. bar " crlf) 
(printout "noise: [1 2] 1 ? ") 
(assert (p_s_h =(readl1ne))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 
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(defrule sinuso1dal_no1se 
?f1 <- (p_s_h 
?f2 <- (imgin ?1n) 
?f3 <- (Imgout ?out) 
= > 

(1n1t) 
(fft2d ?1n 8 1) 
(notch 8 7) 
(fft2d 7 ?out 2) 
(finD 
(assert (pre-end)) 
(retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3)) 

(defrule 1solated_noise 
?fact <- (noise 4) 

= >  

(printout "* Is the noise : " crlf) 
(printout "1. salt/pepper" crlf) 
(printout "2. single line" crlf) 
(printout "3. single column" crlf) 
(printout "noise: [12 3]? ") 
(assert (isolated =(read))) 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule median_fliter 
?f1 <- (Isolated ?type) 
?f2 <- (imgln ?1n) 
?f3 <- (imgout ?out) 

= > 

(init) 
(if (eq ?type 1) 

then 
(printout "** using 3x3 median filter" crlf) 

(median ?1n ?out 3 3)) 
(1f (eq ?type 2) 

then 
(printout "* Line noise width? [1 2 3 ..] ? ") 
(bind ?num (+ 1 (* (read) 2))) 
(printout "•* using 1 x " ?num " vertical median filter" crlf) 
(median ?1n ?out ?num 1)) 

(1f (eq ?type 3) 
then 
(printout "# Column noise width? [1 2 3 ..] ? ") 
(bind ?num (+ 1 (* (read) 2))) 

(printout "** using " ?num " x 1 horizontal filter" crlf) 
(median ?1n ?out 1 ?num)) 

(f1n1) 
(assert (pre-end)) 
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(retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3)) 

(defrule pre-end 
?fact <- (pre-end) 

= > 

(printout "* Do you want to display the Images? [y/n] ? ") 
(if (eq y (read)) 

then 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(system "display") 
(printout crlf)) 

(printout crlf crlf) 
(printout "# If you are not satisfied with the result, go back and try 

again." crlf) 
(printout " re-start [y/n] ? ") 
(if (eq y (read)) 

then 
(printout crlf crlf) 
(assert (re-start "b")) 
else 
(assert (stop "a")) 
(printout crlf)) 

(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule re-start 
(declare (salience 100)) 
?fact <- (? b;"b") 

(assert (level top)) 
(retract ?fact)) 

(defrule bye-exit 
(declare (salience 90)); salience declaration 
(? "a") 

(printout crlf) 
(printout "***************************************" crlf 

(printout "ft**************************************" crlf 
(printout crlf) 
(exit)) 

= >  

= > 

(printout "* 
(printout "* 
(printout "* 

Bye !! 
*" crlf 
*" crlf 
*" crlf 
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